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TT No.169: Richard Panter - Tuesday 6th March 2007; Tamworth v Aldershot 

Town; Conference; Result: 2-0; Att: 1086; Entry: £11; Programme: 44 pages, £2; 

Match rating: * * *. 

This was my first visit to the Lamb in just over three years and fortunately little 

has changed in this time. A few yards more terracing has been laid and the main 

stand looks to have been extended, but generally the ground remains what it has 

always been, compact and colourful; a proper football venue. The club's 

predominant red features everywhere and in combination with the verdure of the 

playing area it set my pulse racing.  

Talking of pitches...during the war...well, the sixties and seventies (when I was a 

slip of a lad) - Leicester City's Filbert Street being a prime example, looked like 

sandy coloured diamonds with little splashes of green near the corner flags. They 

were awful. The whole area around the Lamb was saturated, rivers and brooks had 

burst their banks due to the heavy rain of the last few days, yet the playing area 

looked in perfect condition. I am uncertain how these improvements have come 

about, different grass? Better undersoil preparation? I am ignorant of why many 

clubs now have such fast recovering and drying pitches, but thankfully they do.  

Tamworth started the match rock bottom of the Conference, due in no part to 

their indifferent home record, only four league wins so far, three points at home 

were last gleaned on 18th November 2006. It seems the club are a little shamed by 

this, as they omitted to publish a league table in their otherwise excellent 

programme. To my prosaic mind salvation seems simple for Tamworth, maintain 

their on-road form and improve their home results!   

For most of the first half the home team had the majority of the ball but were 

unable to capitalise on it until the 43rd minute. A looping free kick ended up at 

Jake Edward's feet; his shot was parried to Darryl Taylor who prodded the rebound 

home. Taylor fully deserved his goal after a performance which had the 'Shots' on 

their collective back feet. On the other hand, the visitors didn't manage an attack 

on the home goal until the 28th minute.  

Aldershot Town started the second half in a more determined fashion, their 

diminutive wide-boy, Ryan Williams having a particularly influential match. The 

Tamworth defence stood firm with custodian Jose Veiga in outstanding form. Veiga 

was rightly voted man of the match by the home sponsors; ask yourself, have you 

ever witnessed this accolade being given to a visiting player? I lost count after six 

top class Veiga saves, a superb display from one of the smaller 'keepers around. 

The home support who were crammed in the small terrace behind the dug-outs 

really played their part during this fraught time. Rather than bite their nails in 

anguish they turned up the noise and encouraged their boys to go forward in a 

great display of support and confidence. This spread to the players and it was 

Edwards who sealed things for his side in time added on. Edwards who had played 



a lone striking role for much of the half comfortably eluded the Shot's offside trap 

and found himself standing in front of Nikki Bull in the visitor’s goal, with plenty of 

time on his hands. All too often when a forward has such time they blow it. Jake 

didn't. He steered the ball wide of the diving Bull with power and precision. Two 

nil, three points.  

The points haul for the Lamb, after this keenly fought yet fair contest, lifted them 

above St Albans City and Southport in the table and if they continue in this spirited 

and decisive fashion, then Conference football should still be there next season. I 

must make a mental note to be there again at some point. 
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